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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

LIR has reached a milestone of sorts. Thie spring term marks the start
of our fifth year as an organization. Have others found, as I have,
that this endeavor has become a very important and absorbing part of
our lives? With the encouragement and non-intrusive support of Five
Colleges Inc., with the backing of the five presidents of the colleges
and university in our valley, and with spaces for our program gener-
ously made available on the five campuses, we have achieved a unique
public status in the area.

The excitement of intellectual stimulation and shared ideas is one of
the fun rewards of a long life - especially because it is an uncoerced
personal choice. LIR now has a membership of 150, about triple the
number we started with four years ago; proof that we are doing some-
thing right! The challenge we face currently is to ensure the continued
excellence and vigor of our seminar offerings.

As a group we have been extremely fortunate to have had the services of
three extraordinary women, who by turns have devoted their careful
attention, time, and talents to the nitty gritty needs of our officers,
committees, and the membership at large. Judy Wardlaw attended to our
earliest beginning as an organization through the office of Continuing
Education at the University. Eleanor Reid nurtured our self-confident
embrace of independence. Lucy Greenburg cheerfully took care of the
unexpectedly grinding details and somewhat chaotic changeover of office
procedures to a new computerized system and she did all this during the
normally hectic period of seminar registration. We are grateful to
each of them for the valued contributions they made to our benefit. We
regret that Lucy felt the need to move on to a more professional type
of job, and we miss her sunny presence.

We now warmly welcome Karen Tatro as Program Coordinator. If you
haven't met her yet, I urge you to give yourself that pleasure; I'm
sure you will understand why she was the unanimous choice for the posi-
tion , from among sixty-seven applicants! Karen took early retirement
from Smith College after a career of twenty plus years as an adminis-
trator, and is very familiar with the Five College area and the network
of people within it. We look forward to a happy collaborative working
relationship with Karen as we enter a new phase in our growth as an
organization.

Barbara Southworth



LEE BEATTY AIDS FLORIDA HURRICANE VICTIMS

From early November through mid-December, LIR member Lee Beatty was in
South Florida (between South Miami and Homestead) helping victims of
Hurricane Andrew. A dedicated activist. Lee says she couldn't sit
still while people were suffering. Under the auspices of the South
West Florida Episcopal Diocese, Lee's first-hand account of the after
effects of the hurricane follows.

* * * * * * * *
Even three months after Andrew struck, the wreckage was still apalling
and the general situation perhaps more disheartening. The "crisis"—
the struggle for survival, for the barest minimum of food, water„
shelter, clothing, and medical supplies—was over; so the Army and the
National Guard had left, the Red Cross and the Salvation Army were in
the process of closing down their warehouses and transferring their
supplies elsewhere. So what now?! One mall, a half-mile square, was
left with Sears and a cafeteria; another, half that size, had 35
boarded-up goods and services flanking its anchor supermarket; and a
third, about the size of Mt. Farms, had a drugstore and a laundromat
back in business.

Telephone service, electricity, water, and most street lights had been
restored, in truth, but very few businesses; and without jobs,how many
could afford to shop for themselves now—even if they had driveable
cars with gas enough to make the rounds of the malls? Half a dozen
insurance companies had gone bankrupt and reneged on their contracts—
and the state's back-up fund to cover such contingencies had been ex-
hausted. Even the largest companies were excruciatingly slow in
processing applications—and insisted that nothing be fixed up until
their inspectors checked the damage! Result: tens of thousands of
families still camping out in one least-damaged room, with a heavy
plastic tarp covering their lattice-work "roof."

In sum, the stresses of daily getting-by were still ferocious, and
truly human needs were surfacing—the need to grieve, for example, or
to find some minimal privacy, or to find "something Useful To Do"* as
one frustrated man exclaimed. We few volunteers still straggling in
understood—in our own small way—how he felt. We yearned to tackle
hard,obviously constructive jobs. We ended up scrounging supplies from
distribution centers anywhere up to forty miles away; unloading them at
the (Jamaican-Anglican) Church of the Ascension in Perrine (the only
commissary left to serve all of SW Dade County north of Homestead),
stacking them on picnic tables set up in the Parish Hall; and then
handing them out—rationed—to 250-300 families a day. One collection
allowed each week. 1500-plus given some help to tide them over until
the jobs that had blown away might reappear..(Note: my arithmetic's
O.K.: Ascension parishioners were rewarded for their sacrifice and hard
work by being free to pick up anything they wanted for any number- of
families on Sundays.) Then we went "home", about 8 miles away to per-
fectly manageable quarters in the Parish Hall (damaged) of St. Faith's
Church in Cutler Ridge.

On December 11, the insurance adjusters finally arrived and approved
the church's plan for renovation of our "dormitory." Miracle of mira-
cles, a contractor was free to start work in two days instead of weeks!
So we were summarily, though graciously, "terminated."

Lee Beatty
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NOTES FROM THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Looking Ahead to Summer

Sixty persons returned questionnaires to the Curriculum and Special Events
Committees at the February luncheon, 54 of them saying that they would
be in the area during at least one of the summer months. Here's what we
found:

You do want programs! You love the Miniature Theater in Chester, you
want to do advance reading to prepare for it, and some of you would also
like to discuss the plays after they have happened. Almost as popular are
rehearsals at Tanglewood and trips to Jacob's Pillow. 'Shakespeare and
Company," and Hartford and Boston Museums are close runners up.

In addition to your enthusiasm for trips away, you are also interested in
local activities: stargazing, guided walks, and a continuation of the music
series got top ratings. Workshops conducted by our own members,
illustrated travel talks , and early morning unprogrammed walks all
received substantial numbers of votes.

The Special Events Committee, under Sally Lawton, will put together the
trips, while the Curriculum Committee will be responsible for organizing a
program of local events. We hope to draw on your talent, both in arranging
and scheduling programs and in their substance. So tell us what you have to
offer! You, not we, know whether you have wonderful slide shows of your
travels to present. You, not we, know whether you might like to do a one- or
two-day workshop, (like those of Milton Paisner or Herb Greenhut) on a
subject that lends itself better to that format than to a seminar format. Call
the LIR Office or any member of the CC to volunteer, or send us a note.

Looking Even Further Ahead - - t o Fall

Here comes the regular CC pitch for seminars! Yes, it is time to think about
your contribution to this membership organization, recalling that the CC can
encourage, search, facilitate, prod, annoy, support, beg, wheedle, and cajole,
but only you, the members, can offer the seminars that are the heart of LIR.
If you've never been a moderator, you'll find it easier to begin in the fall
than in the spring because you'll have the whole summer to work up your
plans and resources. Proposal forms will go out in a couple of weeks, but
you don't need to wait. CC members are available to help you formulate
your plans. Last fall, each of three LIR members independently confided in
the CC chair that she was hoping to do something on films for the fall. The CC



was able to bring these creative souls together, and the result will be a joint
proposal that is better than any of the three could have managed alone.
We're all available for idea-bouncing. The deadline for proposals is April 9.

Help for Moderators

Whether you're a first-time moderator or a seasoned one, you'll come up
with questions about the process, and you can probably improve your
moderating skills. A subcommittee of the CC, Eleanor Reid, Carl Swanson. and
Pat Keating, is in the last stages of preparing a Moderators' Handbook, which
will cover such topics as the writing of the proposal, the role of the CC
consulting team, preparing the first session, keeping track of time, and what
you can expect in the way of administrative support. The Handbook will be
ready this spring.

REVIEW OF MYTHOLOGY WORKSHOP

A group of 36 men and women (LIR participants and guests) attended a
workshop January 25 and 26 at the Amherst Alumni Center to learn about
myths. Milton Paisner of the Cambridge, MA, LIR program at Harvard,
had supplied an outline and bibliography for the two day workshop. Our
LIR Curriculum Committee, assisted by the Special Events Committee,
planned the event which was followed by a luncheon.

Myths developed as explanations for the beginning of the world. They
give a cylindrical or linear history in their explanation of man's
existence. Handed down by the elders, generation after generation, the
myths preserved certain values and kept rituals alive, although the
original event may have been lost. A cult or a religious belief
developed, adding meaning and unity to the believers.

Mr. Paisner, blackboard at hand, took us around the globe with its
regional myths; the Chinese likening the world to an egg; the peoples
in the Middle East, incorporating a Flood in their myths of creation;
the Scandinavians thinking of hell as utter cold, and the Greeks of
Hades as fiery hot! Dragons loomed in the darkness of the north in the
time of Beowulf,but the Greeks even earlier had accepted the world as a
given and peopled it with gods imperfect like themselves. The early
Egyptians paid homage to creatures, part human and part beast, e.g.,
the Sphinx.

Our lecturer followed his outline through to the Gathering of Biblical
material and the interpretation of the story of the Garden of Eden.
Man needs a faith. He has lost his belief in science as the cure-all.
We were asked to name heroes we had admired, "The classical hero" who
responds to an inner or outer call for help at great risk to himself.
(The terms classical hero" excludes the politician or soldier.) We
named Joan of Arc, Florence Nightingale, Albert Schweitzer; few such
heroes or heroines are publicly acclaimed today. We recalled the
unnamed man who, in the plane crash in the frigid waters of Boston Bay,
passed his life preserver to another and thus lost his chance of
survival. The course ended; the wonder and search continues.

Marjorie Elliott



A WINTER MUSIC SERIES REVIEW

Introduction to the Pipe Organ • On January 19th, Frances Sutcliffe
opened the Winter Music Series with a fascinating program in which she
traced the history of the pipe organ from its beginning as the Pan
Pipes of Greece to Roman times when the pipes had evolved into the
forerunner of the pipe organ as we know it today. She demonstrated how
sound is produced by forcing air through the many pipes which comprise
the instrument's voice and how this sound is changed by using various
combinations of stops.

Following her instructive lecture she played selected pieces in various
styles to demonstrate the virtuosity of the organ. Beginning with a
Pastorale written by the 15th centure composer, Paumann, she followed
with pieces written by Fresco Baldi, Johannes Brahms, Franz Liszt,
Henry Purcell, Henry Herron, Frederic Jacobi; two brothers, Rene and
Louis Viens; and the humorous P.D. Q. Bach. She concluded with a soul-
stirring rendition of a piece attributed to J.S. Bach, but now thought
to have been written by his pupil, Krebs. Frances1 informative
explanation of the workings of the pipe organ coupled with her talent
as an organist was fascinating to watch and a joy to the ear. Brava
Frances!

Jackie Wisneski

Franz Schubert: Lieder und Sanger - Forty people attended the second
of the winter Music Series. Isaac Reid gave a progam on the lieder of
Franz Schubert, who was the greatest composer of this type of music.
After a brief biography, Isaac talked about the music and the impor-
tance of the accompanist in performance, how the accompanist can
enhance the singer's interpretation, or conversely contribute little to
it.

In the first part of the presentation, Isaac was ably assisted by
Elaine Fligman who gave a lovely rendition of "Who is Sylvia?" and
accompanist Judy Sharpe. Isaac treated us to several solos and led the
audience in a sing-along of a few numbers. We did not give Elaine or
Isaac any competition, but all had a good time in the effort. Then
Isaac played tapes of lieder sung by such well-known artists as Hermann
Prey, Marian Anderson, Kirsten Flagstad, Elizabeth Schwartzkopf, and
Dietrich Fisher-Dieskau. We noted the differences in interpretations
of the individual artists, or even of the same artist in different
songs.

Many of us had lunch together at the UMA Faculty Club following the
program. It was a thorougly enjoyable time.

Thelma Isaac

Dimitri Shostakovitch: Harmonist, Humanist, and Humorist - David Navon
put together a fascinating portrayal of the Russian composer, Dimitri
Shostakovitch, for an enthusiastic audience, which overflowed the



Visitor's Center at UMass.

Through the use of a video he had taped, audio casettes and his pre-
sentations, the life and times of the composer came alive. Excerpts
from his first symphony (written at 17 years old), the Golden Age
Ballet, the 4th and 5th Symphonies and the Leningrad Symphony were
heard with David's commentary. He talked of the difficulty of an
artist living under the close scrutiny of a communist regime.

The opera, Lady Macbeth, first performed in 1934, received official
disapproval after Stalin visited the opera in January 1936. A three
column denunciation in Pravda was entitled, "Chaos instead of Music."

The program inspired one to learn more about the composer, his life and
times, and music; and to discover him anew. Thank you, David!

Harriet J. Wright

Beethoven's Opus 131, String Quartet in C-Sharp Minor - Members
attending the fourth and final program of the LIR Winter Music Series
shared a wonderfully satisfying experience. Tony Pearce's presentation
began with a moving and eloquent description of Beethoven's years of
struggle with his deafness, an indifferent public and financial
difficulties. This was followed by an account of the development of
the Quartets from the early years to their consummation in the Opus
131.

Preparation for the quartet itself included the reading of Stephen
Spender's poem, "Late Stravinsky Listening to Late Beethoven" by
Margery Kaufman, and the comments of the members of the Guarneri String
Quartet read by David Navon, Nicole Dunn, Tony and Philip Ward. After
such thoughtful presentations the Opus 131 carried its own message to a
rapt, appreciative audience.

Phyllis Weidig

LIR WINTER MUSIC SERIES TO APPEAR ON CATV

A product of the recent 1993 Winter Music Series lectures was a set of
video tapes of each of these programs. The tapes were recorded by a
team of three members of the University Women's organization: Harriette
Zuckerman, Anja Garde, and Bobbe Navon.

The Amherst Community Television (ACTV 10), Channel #10 on the Amherst
cable, has allocated some limited time on their sophisticated editing
equipment to reduce these tapes to a set of four hourly programs to be
shown on Channel 10 in the not too distant future (8 weeks?). The UW
video team is already actively working on making these raw, unedited
tapes into TV-quality programs for an early showing; the times and
dates will be announced well in advance of these showings. Enquiries
are being made regarding the programming of these tapes on neighboring
TV Cable stations.

David Navon



A VALENTINE TO BEETHOVEN IN C SHARP MINOR

In appreciation - A Valentine to LII - by Biriai Leader, a visitor at the Hinter Husk Series seiinar on February 10, 1993,
led by Tony Pearce

CD floods our ears. A roomful of vertical lovers floating
in their dreais, reveries of past, present and future, whatever
the music sets free, throws up on the shore, loosens
fron heavy weights, separates froi debris, the cutting edge
of the next nave of nelody uncovers buried thoughts
and casts a Bind adrift into vast seas of m e l a n c h o l y , holiness,
sorrow, regret, resolutions, disregard, despair
or determination to live for the nonent
or the future. Ludwig was deaf as a stone at creation, but
we receive his inner vision as he lip-reads the hunan heart
and fills it through the inner ear, through skin and nerves that vibrate
with each pulse of subliae sound, with each tongue of ielody
that licks at our being, each tone that feeds the cabers
or the bright flanes of the furnace that warns our duelling,
each tone of the violin, viola or cello that calls to our soul
to cone away to a nysterious feast. This is ausic 1 would wish
to write if I had the divine fever. This is the part I would live
to play on ny unlearned violin: Yes! Sixth novenent adagio quasi
tin poco andante, a fluid lol Ridre netted in like an undecided
worshiper. A roomful of people are lost in his Opus 131 after forty
•inutes. Sone are deeply attached, others are detached and wandered
into another sphere. He shall resurrect at Panda East,
Allegro! Row a final shining of chords triunphs over deafness,
lighting the way fron his spirit to our spirit.




